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Promoted posts structure in secondary schools

A. Background and method

There have been recent developments in relation to the promotion structure within Scottish

schools, in particular in relation to Principal teachers. Although there has been no blanket

change, some schools have made substantial changes to Principal teacher posts, e.g. by

appointing 'faculty heads' with a broad range of responsibilities. Such changes mean, in

turn, a reduction in the total number of Principal teacher posts. It is not currently known how

widespread these changes have been. TNS System Three was commissioned to

investigate the extent of these changes in schools across Scotland and the effect they are
perceived to have had by teachers in schools in which they have been or are being

implemented.

A postal methodology was adopted for the survey, with respondents randomly selected
from the EIS database. A covering letter and questionnaire were sent to a total of 8000 EIS
members in secondary schools. Questionnaires were mailed out over the period 31st

January − 2nd February 2005. By the cut−off date of 18 th February, a total of 3008 valid

responses had been received, representing a response rate of 38%.

In order to obtain representative views, the 8000 members were broken down by post' held
in school. The table overleaf provides a breakdown of the sample composition in relation to
current post in schools, in terms of the numbers mailed in each category, replies received
and response rate.

1 These definitions are from the EIS database and do not necessarily correlate with the position respondents claimed to hold

when asked within the questionnaire.
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Table Al: Sample composition
Base: All respondents (3008)

Number Number Response rate

mailed responded (%)

Depute Head teacher 1000 308 31

Principal teacher 4000 1772 44

Former holder of promoted post on 1000 481 48

conserved salary/former senior teacher

Main Grade teacher 2000 426 21

2

The appendix contains a copy of both the covering letter and questionnaire used in the

survey.
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.B. Key Findings

Detailed tabulations are enclosed which show results broken down to a local authority level

as well as by post held and when changes were made in the school. The key findings from

the survey are highlighted below.

B.1 Current posts

Respondents were firstly asked to select one of five posts which best described their

current situation. The responses to this measure are shown in Table Bi below.

Table BI: Current post
Base: All resrondents

Depute Head teacher 10

Principal teacher − traditional post 49

Principal teacher − new style post 10

Former holder of promoted post on 16

conserved salary/former senior teacher

Main Grade teacher 14

Base: 3008

Almost half the sample (49%) claimed to be Principal teachers in a traditional post, making
this by far the largest category of respondents within the survey. A further 10% respectively
claimed to be Principal teachers with a new style post or Depute Head teachers. 16% are
Former holders of promoted posts on conserved salaries and 14%, Main Grade teachers.

The base size in each of these categories of teacher is large enough to allow substantive
analysis by sub−group.
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B.2 Whether changes made/underway

Respondents were then asked whether their schools had made changes to the promoted

posts structure or were intending to do so. The results are shown in Table B2 below.

Table B2: Whether school made/intends to make changes to promoted posts structure
Base: All respondents

0/
/0

Made any changes so far 58

− Major changes pre 2003−4 8

− Major changes in 2003−4 21

− Major changes in 2004−5 15

− Some changes underway 15

Future changes being discussed but not

implemented yet 29

No planned change in structure 13

Base: 3008

Overall, 58% of respondents' schools have made changes to the promoted posts structure

so far. 8% claimed that the school had made major changes prior to the 2003−4 session

whilst 21% had made them in the 2003−4 session and 15% in 2004−05. In addition, 15%

claimed that there are some changes underway.

Of the remaining respondents, 29% claimed that their school is discussing future changes.
At this point in time, it is the minority (13%) whose schools have no planned change in

structure.

There are however significant variations on this measure in terms of local authority. At one
extreme, 100% of those responding in certain local authorities have made changes or have
changes underway, whilst at the other extreme the level is as low as 5%.

The local authorities where most changes were claimed to have been made are:
Clackmannanshire (100%), Stirling (100%), Falkirk (99%), East Renfrewshire (98%), West
Lothian (95%), Angus (95%), Dumfries and Galloway (94%) and Argyll and Bute (93%).
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The local authorities where least changes were claimed to have been made are: Aberdeen

City (5%), South Lanarkshire (7%), Aberdeenshire (11%), Moray (16%) and Dundee
(17%)2

These results clearly indicate a lack of uniformity in the implementation of changes in local

authorities across Scotland.

B.3 Effect the changes have had on the school

All respondents who claimed that their schools have made changes or have changes

underway to the promoted posts structure were asked to read a number of aspects relating

to school performance and to indicate from a five−point scale whether each of the aspects

was better, worse or not much affected as a result of the changes in structure. The table on
the facing page shows the results on these measures.

Each answer on the scale was assigned a value from +2 (much better now) to −2 (much

worse now) and a mean score for each statement was calculated.

The first point to note is that, with the exception of one statement, all of the mean scores

are negative. This in itself is an indication that the perceived effect of the changes on
specific aspects has, on the whole, been negative albeit more so in some respects than

others.

By far the main effect of the changes is seen to be a serious deterioration in teacher morale

within respondents' schools. Overall, 80% regarded this as worse now as a result of the

changes, with a high 44% of the sample opting for the extreme rating of much worse.

There is some variation across local authority areas in the strength of opinion on this issue,

as there is throughout. The opportunity to draw firm conclusions from the regional data is
severely limited by the small bases of respondents in some areas, and indeed it would be
misleading to do so when we have sub−samples as low as 10 in some cases.

However it is significant that Shetland is the only area in which a clear majority of
respondents did not actually rate the situation on teacher morale in their school as having

2 For this report, >90% mentions have been shown for the local authorities where most changes have occurred. For the local

authorities where least changes have occurred, <20% mentions have been shown.
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got worse and, even here, the rating for worse is 43%, as against only 7% better. Other

areas with more substantial bases of around 50 respondents or more in which perceptions

are more noticeably negative in the level of extreme ratings recorded are Angus (75% much

worse), Dumfries and Galloway (63% much worse), Stirling (62% much worse) and

Renfrewshire (59% much worse).

Another area where considerable worsening is perceived to have occurred is in The

management of the school. Specifically, at an overall level, 54% believed this has got

worse, and 17% much worse since changes were made. Again, certain local authorities

have more negative perceptions: Dumfries and Galloway (30% much worse), Glasgow

(22% much worse) and Fife (20% much worse).

Two other aspects are perceived to have been most affected by the changes, which around

50% regarded as having got worse since these were introduced. These are:

Issues of pupil indiscipline (58% believed this has got worse, 26% much worse);

Guidance/pupil support (49% believed this has got worse, 21% much worse).

There is then a further grouping of aspects which are perceived to have got worse, but not
to quite the same extent:

• The curriculum/course development (42% believed this has got worse, 13% much
worse);

• Involvement of all teachers in decision making (41% believed this has got worse,
17% much worse);

• Issues of pupil inclusion (37% believed this has got worse, 15% much worse);

• Learning and teaching (36% believed this has got worse, 8% much worse).

For the remainder of the aspects, although the sense of them having got worse is not as
pronounced as on the other aspects, this is largely due to the fact that there has been no
real change, as opposed to them having got better.
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B.3.1 Effect of the changes on the school at an overall level

Respondents were then asked some more general questions about the effects the changes

have had both in terms of the school and in relation to them as individuals. Firstly, they

were asked the question, "Taking everything into account, what effect have the changes in

promoted posts structures had on your school overall?" The results are shown in the table

below.

Table B4: Effect of changes on your school overall
Base: All who have made changes or have changes underway

%

Much better now 2

Slightly better now 7

No real change 22

Slightly worse now 46

Much worse now 22

Not stated 2

Base: 1746

Overall, only 9% of those whose schools have made changes or have changes underway
regarded these as having made the school better. Around a fifth (22%) claimed they have
made no real change to the school, whilst over two thirds (67%) claimed they have made
the school worse. Indeed, 22% claimed they have made the school much worse.

Across all teaching levels, the responses are more negative than positive. Former holders
of promoted posts on conserved salary or former senior teachers held the most negative
views − 83% of these believing the changes have made their school worse overall. 71% of
Main Grade teachers and 70% of Principal teachers in traditional posts believed their
schools are worse. Even amongst the group who arguably have the most to gain from the
changes, Principal teachers in a new style post, 55% believed the changes have made their
school worse overall.

It is worth noting that there was no significant difference in perceptions among those in
schools in which significant change took place pre '03−'04, compared to those in schools in
which change has been most recent ('04−05). Negative attitudes are therefore not simply a
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reaction against recent change, and there is no evidence to suggest that the situation is

seen to improve as changes settle down.

B.3.2 Extent to which individuals have been affected by the changes

Respondents were then asked the extent to which they, on an individual basis, had been

affected in their post by the changes. Table B5 shows the results.

Table B5: Extent to which been affected in your post on an individual level
Base: All who have made changes or have changes underway

0−,0

Affected me a great deal 46

Affected me slightly 36

Not affected me at all 17

Not stated

Base:

1

1746

Overall, most of those whose schools have made or are making changes believed that the
changes have affected their post to some degree (82% overall). Specifically, 46% believed
the changes have affected their post a great deal, with 36% claiming they have affected
them slightly. A minority (17%) claimed they have not affected them at all.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, those who claimed to be the most affected by the changes are
Principal teachers in new style posts (97% affected to some degree, and 77% greatly) and
former holders of promoted posts on conserved salaries (80% overall). Main Grade
teachers are the least likely to be affected to a significant degree (26% greatly) although
71% thought they have been affected at least to some degree.
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B.3.3 Effect of changes on individuals' posts as a result of the changes
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Respondents were then asked to indicate the level to which the changes have had an effect

on their posts.

Table B6: Effect of changes on your post on an individual basis
Base: All who have made changes or have changes underway

0−,0

Much better now 5

Slightly better now 9

No real change 29

Slightly worse now 32

Much worse now 25

Not stated 2

Base: 1746

As with the previous measures, the results overall on this measure are negative. Only 14%

believed the changes have made their post better to any degree. 57% however believed the
changes have made their post worse and indeed, a quarter (25%) believed they have made
their posts much worse.

Across all levels of teachers, the feeling is that the changes have made their posts worse.
Perhaps to be expected, those who are former holders of promoted posts on conserved
salaries or former senior teachers are the most negative, with two thirds (66%) claiming the
changes have made their post worse. It is significant that although a higher percentage of
Principal teachers in new style posts regarded their position as having improved (31%) than

was the case among any other category, even among those in new style posts, a majority
(59%) still regarded the impact of the changes on their situation as having been negative.
Depute Head teachers were the least likely to perceive the changes as having made their
post worse although even amongst this group, the level is 49%.

As has been noted on some of the previous measures, there is a great degree of variance
in perceptions across the local authorities. This is also the case in terms of the perceived
effect the changes have had on individuals' posts: Dumfries and Galloway (37% much
worse), Stirling (34% much worse), Falkirk (28% much worse) and Renfrewshire (28%
much worse)
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B.3.4 Extent to which respondents have been involved in the consultation process
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The final 'general' measure was the extent to which respondents had been involved in the

consultation on the changes in the school. Those who had future developments underway

were also asked this question.

Table B7: Extent to which involved in the consultation on the changes in the school
Base: All who have made changes/have changes underway or intend to make changes

Heavily involved 16

Slightly involved 45

Not involved at all 38

Not stated

Base: 2605

There is no clear pattern in terms of the level to which respondents had been consulted on
the changes. Overall, 16% stated that they had been heavily involved whilst a further 45%
had been slightly involved. 38% had not been involved at all.

Main Grade teachers and former holders of promoted posts on conserved salaries or
former senior teachers were the least likely to be have been involved in the consultation

process. Only 47% in each case were involved to any degree. This compares to 79% of
Principal teachers in new style posts who claimed to have been involved in the decision
making process (27% heavily), and 60% of Principal teachers in traditional posts. Depute
Head teachers, perhaps unsurprisingly, were the most consulted, 65% heavily and 25%
slightly.

Conclusions

The general perception amongst those who have experienced or are experiencing changes
in promoted posts structure within their schools is that things have got worse as a result of
the changes. This is the case on all individual aspects of school performance as well as at
an overall level, both for the school AND the individual teachers. Teacher morale in
particular is perceived to have been very negatively affected by changes in structures.
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Even among those who do not regard the situation negatively, the view is, at best, one of

'no real difference'. It is a small minority who regard the changes as having had a positive
effect.

It is clear that there is no uniformity across local authorities, in the introduction of new
promoted posts structures in secondary schools in Scotland. There are a number of
authorities where the level of change has been very pronounced, and equally others in
which little has happened, or is believed to be planned. The degree to which the changes to
the promoted posts structure have taken place is therefore largely dependent upon the
geographic area in which teachers work.
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11−ocal

'Total number ofspondaflts:7i

f any, do you think the changes ha7 5 = 1 0 N : What effe−60 ve had On
each of the following areas in your

MUCH SLIGHTLY NO REAL SLIGHTLY MUCH
BETTER BETTER CHANGE WORSE WORSE

NOW NOW NOW NOW

Learning and teaching 3% 10% 57% 27% 1%

The management of the school 3% 13% 31% 45%
−

5%

The requisition of supplies/materials for
subjectdepartment 3% 5% 60% 29 4%

Examprocedures _(mcI_SQA) 3% 5% 65% 22% 3%

Pupil attainment. 1% 8% 68% 21% 1%

Involvement of all teachers in decision
making 4% 12% 45% 29% 10%

Guidance !pupil _support 5% 29% 21% 29% 16%

Support for _learning 6% 12% 60% 12% 6%

Issues of pupilinclusion 3% 12% 40% 32% 10%

Issues _ofpupildiscipline 1% 8% 30% 38% 23%

Support for students/probationer
teachers __in the school 9% 13% 49% 18% 6%

Reporting to _parents Iparents' meetings 4% 6% 79% 9% −1%

Access to personal C_P_0 4%1 12% 64% 18% −3%

The curriculum Icourse, development 1 % 5% 55% 30% 9%

Healthandsafety 0% 3% 75% 17% 3%

General teacher morale in the school 1% 4 % 1 9 % 44%_30%



g everything into account, what effect have he
changes h2 p m o t e d posts structures had on your school overall?

MUCH SLIGHTLY NO REALBETTER BETTER
NOW NOW CHANGE

12%I 30%

SLIGHTLY MUCH
WORSE WORSE

NOW NOW
52%1 5%

QUESTIU i o what extent, if any, have you on an individual basis been.
affected in your pos t by these changes in the promoted post structure in

your school?

AFFECTED MEA GREAT DEAL 34%
AFFECTED ME SLIGHTLY 45%
NOT AFFECTED ME AT ALL 19%

QUESTION Overall, what effect have the changes had on your pos t for
you on an individual basis What they made your post

MUCH SLIGHTLY NO REAL
SLIGHTLY

BETTER BETTER WORSE
NOW NOW CHANGE NOW

I 4%f 9%1 34%1 270/.

MUCH
WORSE

QUESTION To what extent are you being I have you been involved in the
consultation on the changes in your school?

HEAVILY INVOLVED, 17%
SLIGHTLY INVOLVED 38%
NOT INVOLVED AT ALL 45%


